**TÍTULO DE LA POLÍTICA:** Política de ayuda financiera de Centura Health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPARTAMENTO: Gestión de ingresos</th>
<th>FECHA DE CREACIÓN: 11/01/2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CATEGORÍA: Facturación</td>
<td>FECHA DE ENTRADA EN VIGOR: 1 de Julio de 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**APÉNDICE B**

**PROVEEDORES CUBIERTOS**

(Revisado el 12/30/2019)

*Lista de proveedores a actualizar trimestralmente.

La política de ayuda financiera (FAP, por sus siglas en inglés) de Centura cubre los honorarios de los siguientes profesionales.

- ARACEA WOMENS CARE
- ASPEN RIDGE ENT
- AVISTA ADVENTIST HOSPITAL PALLIATIVE CARE
- AVISTA FAMILY MEDICINE
- BILLINGS CLINIC
- BRECKENRIDGE - FAMILY PRACTICE & URGENT CARE
- CARDIAC AND THORACIC SURGERY ASSOCIATES PC
- CASTLE ROCK ADVENTIST HOSPITAL PALLIATIVE CARE
- CENTURA COMPREHENSIVE CARE AHS
- CENTURA COMPREHENSIVE CARE CHIC
- CENTURA ENDOCRINOLOGY COLORADO SPRINGS
- CENTURA HEALTH ARVADA EMERGENCY AND URGENT CARE
- CENTURA HEALTH AVON EMERGENCY AND URGENT CARE
- CENTURA HEALTH GOLDEN EMERGENCY AND URGENT CARE
- CENTURA HEALTH INDIAN PEAKS EMERGENCY AND URGENT CARE
- CENTURA HEALTH LAKEWOOD EMERGENCY AND URGENT CARE
- CENTURA HEALTH MERIDIAN EMERGENCY AND URGENT CARE
CENTURA HEALTH ORTHOTICS AND PROSTHETICS
CENTURA HEALTH URGENT CARE BROADMOOR
CENTURA HEALTH URGENT CARE CANON CITY
CENTURA HEALTH URGENT CARE TRI-LAKES
CENTURA MEDICAL CONSULTANT
CENTURA NEUROSCIENCE FRISCO (AKA SUMMIT TBI CLINIC)
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - AUDUBON
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - AUDUBON CHPG
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - BRIARGATE
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - BRIARGATE CHPG
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - BROADMOOR
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - BROADMOOR CHPG
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - HUGO
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - LAMAR
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - LONE TREE
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - LONE TREE CHPG
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - MEADOWS CHPG
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS - POWERS
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS AT MERIDIAN
CENTURA ORTHOPEDICS TRI-LAKES
CENTURA SPINE CARE
CENTURA SPORTS MEDICINE ST. ANTHONY
CHATFIELD WOMEN'S CARE
CHPG ADVENTIST HOSPITALISTS AVISTA
CHPG ARVADA SPORTS AND FAMILY MEDICINE
CHPG AT DTC
CHPG BELMAR PRIMARY CARE
CHPG BH PENROSE PAVILION
CHPG BH SPAULDING
CHPG BREAST IMAGING LONGMONT
CHPG CASTLE ROCK ENT
CHPG CENTER FOR BREAST CARE CHIC
CHPG CENTER FOR BREAST CARE PAH
CHPG CENTER FOR BREAST CARE PAHS
CHPG CHURCH RANCH GASTROENTEROLOGY
CHPG CHURCH RANCH GENERAL SURGERY
CHPG CHURCH RANCH NEUROSCIENCE
CHPG CHURCH RANCH PAIN SPECIALISTS
CHPG CHURCH RANCH WOMEN'S HEALTH
CHPG CORNERSTAR PRIMARY CARE
CHPG CRIPPLE CREEK-VICTOR MOUNTAIN HEALTH CLINIC
CHPG ENDOCRINOLOGY LONGMONT
CHPG GASTROENTEROLOGY LITTLETON
CHPG GASTROENTEROLOGY LONGMONT
CHPG GASTROENTEROLOGY PARKER
CHPG GASTROENTEROLOGY PORTER
CHPG GENERAL SURGERY LONGMONT
CHPG GI PAHS
CHPG GOLDEN PRIMARY CARE
CHPG GRACE FAMILY PRACTICE
CHPG HIGH COUNTRY PRIMARY CARE FRISCO
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CHPG HOME PALLIATIVE CARE MERCY
CHPG HOME PALLIATIVE CARE ST ANTHONY
CHPG HOSPITALISTS CASTLE ROCK
CHPG HOSPITALISTS LITTLETON
CHPG HOSPITALISTS MERCY
CHPG HOSPITALISTS ORTHO KOLO
CHPG HOSPITALISTS PARKER
CHPG HOSPITALISTS PENROSE ST. FRANCIS
CHPG HOSPITALISTS PORTER
CHPG HOSPITALISTS ST ANTHONY
CHPG HOSPITALISTS ST ANTHONY NORTH
CHPG HOSPITALISTS ST MARY CORWIN
CHPG HOSPITALISTS ST THOMAS MORE
CHPG INFECTIOUS DISEASES & TRAVEL MEDICINE LONGMONT
CHPG INTEGRATED BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
CHPG INTERNAL MEDICINE PARKER
CHPG MEDICAL ONCOLOGY AVISTA
CHPG MEDICAL ONCOLOGY SUMMIT
CHPG MFM ACADEMY
CHPG NEUROHOSPITALISTS ST ANTHONY
CHPG NEUROSCIENCE LAH
CHPG NEUROSCIENCE ORCHARD
CHPG NEUROSCIENCE SAH
CHPG NEUROSURGICAL & SPINE SPECIALISTS PAH
CHPG ORTHOPEDICS & SPORTS MEDICINE DR S
CHPG ORTHOPEDICS & SPORTS MEDICINE HIGHLANDS
CHPG ORTHOPEDICS & SPORTS MEDICINE LONE TREE
CHPG ORTHOPEDICS & SPORTS MEDICINE PORTER
CHPG PAIN SPECIALISTS PORTER
CHPG PEDIATRIC NORTH CARE
CHPG PENROSE COMMUNITY URGENT CARE
CHPG PENROSE NEUROSCIENCES
CHPG PHYSICAL MED PAHS
CHPG PLAZA MEDICAL CENTER
CHPG PRIMARY CARE & WOMEN'S HEALTH LIBERAL
CHPG PRIMARY CARE ASPEN CREEK
CHPG PRIMARY CARE BERTHOUD
CHPG PRIMARY CARE BROADMOOR
CHPG PRIMARY CARE CHAPEL HILLS
CHPG PRIMARY CARE HIGHLANDS
CHPG PRIMARY CARE IDAHO SPRINGS
CHPG PRIMARY CARE MERIDIAN
CHPG PRIMARY CARE NORTHHGLENN
CHPG PRIMARY CARE POWERS
CHPG PRIMARY CARE S DENVER
CHPG PRIMARY CARE SOUTHMOOR
CHPG PRIMARY CARE SOUTHWEST LONGMONT
CHPG PRIMARY CARE ST. FRANCIS
CHPG PRIMARY CARE WEST LITTLETON
CHPG SAH INTERNAL MEDICINE
CHPG SOUTH DENVER NEUROSURGERY
CHPG SOUTHLANDS PRIMARY CARE
CHPG SOUTHLANDS WOMEN'S HEALTH
CHPG SOUTHWEST GASTROENTEROLOGY
CHPG SOUTHWEST NEUROSCIENCE
CHPG ST THOMAS MORE PEDIATRIC HEALTH SVCS
CHPG THORNTON PRIMARY CARE
CHPG THORNTON WOMEN'S HEALTH
CHPG TRI-LAKES PRIMARY CARE
CHPG UROLOGY CASTLE ROCK
CHPG UROLOGY LONE TREE
CHPG WESTMINSTER INTERNAL AND FAMILY MEDICINE
CHPG WOMEN'S SPECIALTY HEALTH CHERRY CREEK
CHPG WOMEN'S SPECIALTY HEALTH MERIDIAN
CHPG WOMEN'S HEALTH ACADEMY
CHPG WOMEN'S HEALTH ERIE
CHPG WOMEN'S HEALTH LOUISVILLE
CHPG WOMENS HEALTH PAHS
CHPG WOMEN'S SPECIALTY HEALTH AVISTA
CHPG WOMEN'S SPECIALTY HEALTH CHURCH RANCH
CHPG WOMEN'S SPECIALTY HEALTH CORNERSTAR
CHPG WOMEN'S SPECIALTY HEALTH LOUISVILLE
COLORADO BREAST IMAGING
COLORADO COMPREHENSIVE SPINE INSTITUTE
COLORADO ENT SPECIALISTS
COLORADO JOINT REPLACEMENT
COLORADO SPORT AND SPINE CENTERS
COLORADO SPRINGS CARDIOLOGY A CENTURA HEALTH CLINIC
COLORADO SPRINGS SURGICAL ASSOCIATES, CENTURA HEALTH
CORWIN CARDIOLOGY
CYPRESS HEMATOLOGY AND ONCOLOGY
DENVER SET
DIMENSIONS PAIN MANAGEMENT
DIMENSIONS PAIN MANAGEMENT AT LONGMONT UNITED HOSPITAL
DIMENSIONS PAIN MANAGEMENT AT ST. ANTHONY'S
DIMENSIONS PAIN MANAGEMENT AT THE MEDICAL PAVILION
DISTRICT 11 CLINIC PROGRAM
DODGE CITY MEDICAL CENTER
DURANGO CANCER CENTER
DURANGO NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
ENDOCRINOLOGY, DIABETES AND THYROID SPECIALISTS OF CO
FOUR CORNERS CRITICAL CARE MEDICINE
FOUR CORNERS INFECTIOUS DISEASE AND INTERNAL MEDICINE
FOUR CORNERS PULMONARY AND CRITICAL CARE
FRISCO - OB/GYN SPECIALISTS
GENERAL SURGERY
GRANBY – OB/GYN SPECIALISTS
HIGHLANDS RANCH MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
INTEGRATED OB/GYN AT PARKER
INTERWEST REHABILITATION
LITTLETON PALLIATIVE CARE
LONGMONT UNITED HOSPITAL
MERCY CARDIOLOGY ASSOCIATES
MERCY FAMILY MEDICINE
MERCY FAMILY MEDICINE - LINK
MERCY INTEGRATED PHYSICAL THERAPY
MERCY ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATES
MERCY PALLIATIVE CARE
MERCY RHEUMATOLOGY SOUTHWEST
MERCY SURGICAL ASSOCIATES
MILE HIGH ONCOLOGY
MONTANA NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
NORTHWEST GASTROENTEROLOGY SPECIALISTS
OB/GYN
ORTHO COLO PALLIATIVE CARE
OUTPATIENT AT DMR MERC
PAH PALLIATIVE CARE
PARKER PALLIATIVE CARE
PATIENT HOME
PEN PALLIATIVE CARE
PENROSE BEHAVIORAL HEALTH NORTH CARE
PENROSE HEALTH LEARNING CENTER
PENROSE MOUNTAIN PRIMARY CARE
PENROSE OP CLINIC AT CRIPPLE CREEK - NORTH
PENROSE OP CLINIC AT CRIPPLE CREEK - TELLER
PENROSE ST FRANCIS ORNISH LIFESTYLE MEDICINE PROGRAM
PINNACLE WOMENS HEALTHCARE AT PARKER
PORTER ADVENTIST HOSPITAL
PORTER ADVENTIST HOSPITAL PRE-ADMISSION TESTING
PORTER CHEST PAIN
PORTER DIGESTIVE HEALTH CENTER
PORTER PRIMARY CARE
PORTERCARE HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
PRCG PC SET (POS)
PRECISION SPINE CENTER - CENTENNIAL
PSF PRIMARY CARE HEALTH CARE SERVICES
REGIONAL MEDICAL CLINIC - ASPEN CENTER
RIDGELINE FAMILY MEDICINE - CASTLE PINES
RIDGELINE FAMILY MEDICINE-MEADOWS
ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPORTS AND FAMILY MEDICINE AT CENTURA
SAH PALLIATIVE CARE
SCH CONVENIENT CARE
SCH ER PHYSICIANS
SCH HEART CENTER
SCH INTENSIVISTS
SCH PALLIATIVE CARE
SCH TELEMEDICINE
SCH WOMEN’S CLINIC
SCH WOUND CARE
SENIOR HEALTH FIRST AT ST ANTHONY HOSPITAL - WEST
SENIOR HEALTH FIRST AT WESTMINSTER
SET DENTAL
SFM PALLIATIVE CARE
SIENA MEDICAL CLINIC OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE
SILVERTHORNE - FAMILY PRACTICE & URGENT CARE
SMC AUDIOLOGY
SMC ENT
SMC FAMILY PRACTICE
SMC GENERAL SURGERY
SMC INTERNAL MEDICINE
SMC NEPHROLOGY
SMC NEUROLOGY
SMC ORTHOPEDICS
SMC PEDIATRICS
SMC PODIATRY
SOUTHERN COLORADO BREAST CARE SPECIALISTS
SOUTHERN COLORADO FAMILY MEDICINE -LAKEVIEW
SOUTHERN COLORADO GYN ONCOLOGY
SOUTHERN COLORADO VASCULAR SURGERY
SOUTHWEST ONCOLOGY
ST ANTHONY BRECKENRIDGE EMERGENT AND URGENT CARE CENTER
ST ANTHONY COPPER MOUNTAIN EMERGENT AND URGENT CARE CENTER
ST ANTHONY FAMILY MEDICINE CENTER NORTH
ST ANTHONY HEALTH CENTERS ASSOCIATED SURGEON
ST ANTHONY HEALTH CENTERS EVERGREEN
ST ANTHONY HEALTH CENTERS-ASSOCIATED SURGEONS KANSAS
ST ANTHONY KEYSTONE EMERGENT AND URGENT CARE CENTER
ST CATHERINE HOSPITAL RADIOLOGISTS
ST CATHERINE PAIN MANAGEMENT
ST CATHERINE PHYSICIAN SERVICES
ST CATHERINE’S HOSPITAL - SIENA MEDICAL CLINIC
ST MARY CORWIN PALLIATIVE CARE
ST MARY CORWIN PHYSICIAN PARTNERS - GASTRO
ST MARY CORWIN PHYSICIAN PARTNERS ORTHO
ST THOMAS MORE HOSPITAL - EKG
ST THOMAS MORE PHYSICIAN CLINIC - OHIO
ST THOMAS MORE PHYSICIAN CLINIC - YALE
ST. ANTHONY HOSPITAL - BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
ST. ANTHONY NORTH HEALTH CAMPUS PALLIATIVE CARE
ST. FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER 3W NICU
STM ORTHOPEDICS
STM PALLIATIVE CARE
SUMMIT CARDIOLOGY
SUMMIT PALLIATIVE CARE
THE CENTRE FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
TIMBERVIEW CLINIC AT PARKER
TOUCHSTONE HEALTH PUEBLO WEST
TPPC SO COLORADO NEPH (POS)
ULYSSES FAMILY PHYSICIAN
URGENT CARE AT DMR MERC
UROLOGY SERVICES
WOMEN HEALTH SPECIALISTS AT ST ANTHONY NORTH HOSPITAL
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